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Abstract
Within the Computer Science community, many ethical issues have emerged as significant and critical
concerns. In this paper we present the concept of adaptable and re-usable educational bricks for the
teaching ethics to Computer Science students. The importance of integrating ethical aspects into
Computer Science programmes has been highlighted by many scholars [1, 2, 3] . For example in [1]
Grosz et al. argue that modern technology cannot be considered “value-neutral”, that it can have
unplanned consequences and that Computer Science students should be trained to identify the potential
harmful effects of the technologies they help develop. We are also inspired by the research of Chuck
Huff and C Dianne Martin [4] which places emphasis on empathy, and students imagining the
consequences of their own work and actions.
The research presented in this paper is taking place in the content of the Ethics4EU project, an
Erasmus+ project that aims to provide a central repository of useful re-usable/adaptable education bricks
for the teaching of digital ethics, following an “open” model, e.g. [5], such as seen with the creative
commons approach. This platform will manage teaching materials following good software engineering
practices - as outlined in [6] for improved maintainability and sustainability. We use a standard template
for the development of educational bricks with 6 subsections. These are pre-requisites, learning
objectives (ethical, computing and transverse), teaching materials, evaluation approach(es), support
material (for teachers and students), and links to other bricks. In this paper we describe our approach to
developing educational ‘bricks’ using a one of the developed bricks – learning resources for teaching the
topic of dark patters - to demonstrate the concept. Dark patterns are duplicitous user interfaces that trick
the user into either sharing more information than they intend to, or spending more money than they
want to. We also outline an evaluation framework for testing the developed educational content (bricks)
that draws on standard instruments such as LORI (Learning Object Review Instrument), TAM (the
Technology Assessment Model) as well reflections from the teacher and student feedback.
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